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Abstract
The following report encompasses a detailed investigation into the design, construction and
testing of a submersible vessel capable of operating efficiently and being watertight to a
depth of one meter.
Included is a detailed literature research acting as a basis for our design, an in-depth section
outlining the vessel’s selected design, results from resistance testing, a detailed risk
assessment and further relevant information.
Results obtained from final testing are detailed below, in particular, key figures relating to the
drag and weight characteristics of the vessel.
Table 1: Key vessel data
Item

Result

Vessel Mass
L:B Ratio
Drag (at 1 m/s)

13.35 kg
7.01
2.56 N

Testing results were conclusive as it confirmed the vessel achieved good hydrodynamic
performance and met all required outputs.
The investigation has allowed the Project Team to gain a better understanding into the
application of fluid mechanic principles in a real-world environment.

Figure 1: CAD Model
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Nomenclature
Symbol

Description

Units

A

Area

m

CD

Coefficient of Drag

N/A

CL

Coefficient of Lift

N/A

FD

Drag Force

N

FL

Lift Force

N

L

Length (waterline)

m

LCB

Longitudinal center of Buoyancy

m

LCG

Longitudinal Center of Gravity

m

OD

Outer diameter

m

PO

Power

W

PR

Pressure

N/m2

Re

Reynolds Number

N/A

v

Velocity

m/s

Ʋ

Specific volume

M3/kg

μ

viscosity

Ns/m2

ρ

Density of water

kg/m3
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1. Introduction
Any study should begin with an examination of what has occurred in the past, otherwise one
can end up reinventing what is already known or even ignoring critical information. It is
important to understand the reasons for the shape of submarines at different stages of their
development and why changes were made.
Submarines have existed as early as 1776 with Bushnell and his Turtle followed by Fulton
and his Nautilus in 1800. To neglect full scientific studies would be a serious mistake in the
design of any future replacement submarine. Design is shown to be like a jigsaw puzzle
where altering one piece requires alterations in all surrounding features to make a workable
complete design. The basis of improved hydrodynamic features is discussed. An improved
nose and tail cone shape is presented which should improve the performance of submarine at
operational speeds. Other major sources of resistance may be improved. It is proposed a first
major step should be to establish the detailed performance of our submarine using
computational fluid mechanics and finally resistance tests in the Towing Tank to calculate the
drag characteristics which will serve as the comparative foundation for any new design.
It is clear that scientific studies should be a starting point for any future submarine design. A
review of relevant literature has been completed which covered priorities in design and
showed how enhancement of one feature interacts with other features and may even result in
an overall loss of performance despite the perceived advantage of the enhanced feature.
Hydrodynamic aspects were then discussed starting with the shape and reasons what should
be the length-to-beam ratio (L:B) to give minimum resistance as possible. All features
affecting the resistance are discussed including the boundary layer, laminar flow, transition,
turbulence and separation and how the flow should be as quiet and smooth as possible.
Added resistance from sails, snorkels and appendages need careful streamlining and attention
in design and finally a proposed profile of a new submarine is presented. The profile requires
shortening to reduce the displacement and then the internals need rearranging. The design
process then begins, which is iterative.
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1.1 Background

The first operational vessel, Holland, launched in 1899, showed two significant advances
which resulted from two scientific studies of all the problems. The first advancement was
made by the Germans at the end of World War II when they produced the type 21. This
submarine had major improvements in the range and battery time and its underwater speed
increased to 18 knots compared to 5 knots on previous vessels, and design diving depth
increased dramatically which allowed it to operate below the Allies’ submarine defence
weapon systems. Albacore was produced in 1953 by US designers and this was the second
advancement with a shape suited to full underwater operation. Its length to beam ratio (L:B)
was 7.7 and it had an underwater speed of 33 knots, but the drag coefficient was 0.1 as
compared to 0.35 on the previous submarine designs. (Joubert, 2004)
The major problem with these submarine designs were they suffered from a lack of suitable
power plant, but it was the development of the internal combustion engine and the battery
which made submarine a practical design vessel. Many different design configurations were
tried from designers from different countries who claimed to be the first to employ such
methods, but there are only two designs which are the fore runners of the modern submarine
and USS Holland is one of them. It had many features incorporated from those designs, but
due to the practicalities of the day it was Narval of Laudeuf which proved to be on top for the
first half of the century. They used the concept to build a pressure hull inside the enclosure
of the running craft, which was just like a torpedo boat. This design made the submarine able
to occasionally submerge and surface, later becoming the practical solution for many
decades. ( Burcher & Rydill, 1994)
It was also John Holland’s design which made it possible to surface the vessel at the
beginning and end at the patrol, which is exactly what a modern submarine can now do,
whether it’s used for conventional purposes or for naval/defence purposes. Over the last 30
years nuclear-powered submarines have made outstanding advancements, closely followed
by major improvements in a submarine’s diving depth capabilities due to the utilization of
different methods of analysis to select the best possible material for the construction of highstrength hulls capable of operating under such strenuous conditions.
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2. Aim
2.1 Main Objective
The project requires designing, constructing, and testing a model submarine. The three
criteria stated will all need to be met to a satisfactory standard to achieve the project goal of
understanding the fluid principles involved with the design and construction of a submersible
vessel.
2.2 Desired Features
The vessel is to be constructed to numerous specifications whilst only utilizing materials and
equipment provided. The primary specifications include, but not limited to;








Submarine model to be constructed using the equipment provided
Watertight to a depth of at least 1 meter
Stable on the surface, submerged and during transit
Controlled from a remote position on the surface for all required motions
Capable of forward motion and astern motion
Surface and dive vertically with an even keel
Hydroplane up and down during forward motion using trim tabs

3. Project Scope and Assumptions
The Final Project Plan includes a detailed vessel design, detailed calculations, computerized
drawings, time allocations and resource allocation. Table 3.1 below outlines the Inclusions
and Exclusions of the Project Scope for the entire project.
Table 3.1: Project Scope Inclusions and Exclusions
Inclusions
Determining of Vessel Hydrostatic/Dynamic
Values (VCG, LCG, Drag, Lift, Pressure,
etc)
Construction of Vessel Nose, Tail, Sail and
Fins
Design of Rudder
Managed Project Planning
Complete operational testing of the vessel
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Exclusions
Procurement of Construction Materials

Design a Habitable Internal Environment
Varying density throughout Water
Underwater Turbulence, Cavitation
Corrosive Operating Environment Factors
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3.1 Assumptions
Numerous assumptions were required for the design of the vessel and its operating
environment.
Environmental Assumptions
1. Water temperature and density are assumed to be of STP; 20˚C and 1000kg/
respectively.
2. The surface of the testing pool will be completely flat and unbroken.
3. The power lines attached to the sub will not affect to roll or pitch of the submarine.

Design Assumptions
1.
2.
3.
4.

The water flow is laminar.
The water density is distributed evenly around the submarine underwater.
The water pressure is distributed evenly around the submarine.
Volumetric Displacement Calculation
- Propeller and shaft extruding from tail cone were assumed to be negligible
- The inlet valves for the bellows were assumed to be negligible
5. Mass Displacement Calculation
- We have assumed the density of the water in the testing tank with be 1000. This was
almost correct in the testing tank in the build studio however in the survival pool the
chlorine increased the density.
6. LCG Calculation
- Amidships was calculated without taking into account the length the shaft and
propeller will protrude from the tail cone
- The whole fastening system was assumed to have a LCG of 0
7. VCG Calculation
- These items were assumed to sit on the centreline and have a VCG of 0:
the whole PVC pipe and builders bog, both nose and tail cones, drive-train motor,
propeller, the whole fastening system, the main drive shaft and brass cover and the
propeller shaft support.
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4. Literature Research
4.1 Principles
For a submarine to function underwater various principles have to be considered. It is due to
these factors that a submarine is built differently than a normal vessel or a ship. These
principles, which make the submarine so unique and different from a ship are discussed
below.
Archimedes’ Principle
It states that “any object partially or completely submerged in a fluid is buoyed up by a force
equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the fluid.”
The weight of the object submerged in the fluid always acts downward due to gravitational
forces, and the buoyant force provided by the displaced fluid acts upward. If these two forces
are equal, the object floats in that fluid. An example is when an empty can floats on the
water’s surface.
Density is defined as weight per volume. If the density of an object exceeds the density of
water, the object will sink. For example, a rock sinks in water.
Boyles’ Law
It states that, “at constant temperature, the volume of an ideal gas is inversely proportional to
its absolute pressure.” It means that when pressure is increased the volume decreases and
vice versa. This only occurs at a constant temperature.
This concept works aptly for a scuba diver. As the scuba diver descends, the water pressure
around him increases causing air in his scuba equipment and body to occupy lesser volume.
This also implies compression. As the diver ascends the opposite effect occurs, pressure
decreases and the volume increases.
The same principle could also be applied in regard to a submarine. Being a closed vehicle
with absolutely no outlet, the entire body of a submarine acts as scuba equipment and body as
mentioned above. As the vessel descends the pressure inside and surrounding the submarine
increases and the volume decreases, and vice versa when the vessel surfaces.
Bernoulli’s Equation
Bernoulli’s Theorem states that, “for any mass of flowing liquid where there is a continuous
connection between particles, the total head of each particle is the same”
p v2
The Total Head of each particle: H = z +
+
ρg 2g
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Newton’s Third Low of Motion
Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that, “Every Action has an equal and opposite
reaction.” As the law suggests, every action has its equal and opposite reaction. This law is
very useful in understanding how a submarine moves underwater. It is mainly due to the
propellers that the submarine moves forward.
The propellers move the water backwards when they operate, thus thrusting the submarine
forward.
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4.2 Hull and Structural Design
The structural design of a submarine is very complex due to multiple unavoidable forces
acting on the vessel whilst submerged, so creating a design which nullifies all of these is
virtually impossible. But years of research, testing, and analysis have allowed designs to
evolve and alleviate most of these negative aspects.
Whilst submerged, a submarine is exposed to a variety of stresses and pressures which are
mostly unwanted and unavoidable. Firstly, longitudinal bending is where hogging and
sagging causes large compressive and tensile stresses away from the neutral axis. Secondly,
hydrostatic pressure is a major load for submarines and is where water pressure attempts to
implode the vessel ship. (US Navy, Unknown)
Due to these mentioned stresses, sufficient structural strength must be provided through the
use of transverse frames and other structural supports to eliminate any deformation of the
vessel. This leads us to the reason why submarines’ structures are cylindrical shaped with
circular cross-sections, as a cylinder is an excellent pressure vessel. This shape also allows
for increased hydrodynamic performance when submerged as its drag is much less than other
shaped vessels.
Following this, the DSTO states that an important variable in determining hydrodynamic
performance of a submarine is the Length (L) to Beam (B) ratio. A lot of research has led to
the design of submarines with an L:B ratio of approximately 7. (DSTO, 2004) This statement
is critical in terms of the parametric values of a submarine’s design, as it is the basis to create
a design which has increased hydrodynamic performance.
To recap on a key fluid mechanics theory, when a body is submerged in a fluid and is in
motion, form drag (or pressure drag) dominates. To reduce this drag, DSTO goes to say as
the L:B ratio increases to its nominal value, the body becomes longer and more slender and
the form drag decreases. (DSTO, 2004)
Following, DSTO advises the second kind of drag, skin friction, is proportional to the wetted
surface, so a long skinny submarine would have more wetted surface than a short fat one of
the same displacement. The variation of the two kinds of drag and their summation when
plotted against the L:B ratio for constant volume is shown below in Figure 4.1. There is
clearly a minimum in total drag at an L:B ratio of about 7.
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Figure 4.1: Drag characteristics

This then also leads to the conclusion that surface finish of a submarine’s hull is critically
important to the resistance values of the vessel as it will aid in the reduction of the mentioned
drag forces. The DSTO confirms this by saying a smooth finish will result in more silent
operation, lower fuel consumption and greater speed. (DSTO, 2004)
Further challenges encountered with a submarine’s design include numerous hydrostatic
effects which must be assessed. These include:



Maintaining neutral buoyancy
Maintaining neutral trim – transverse/longitudinal weight shifting

Factors effecting neutral buoyancy can include fluid salinity, fluid temperature, and depth of
operation. Fluid temperature and depth of operation are key with respect to our situation as
all testing was completed in fresh water, or water with chlorine additives. This will be
discussed later in the discussion section of this report as the density of water decrease as
salinity levels drop and also as temperature of the fluid increases.
Following, factors effecting neutral trim can include transverse/longitudinal weight
movement within the vessel.
When assessment is made as to the ideal form and shape of a submarine’s hull, including its
nose and tail, research has proven that the ideal form involves a continuously changing
diameter along the length of the hull. (DSTO, 2004) DSTO goes on to discuss that the bow
would be ellipsoidal and the stern will be paraboloidal in shape, and that a modest departure
from this ideal with a portion of parallel mid-body would reduce the drag and the building
costs by considerable amounts. (DSTO, 2004) An example of this ideal form is displayed
below in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Ideal submarine hull form

Sail
The sail of the submarine can now be discussed as it plays a major role in producing drag and
hence its design is critical. Research has proven that a sail may contribute up to 30% of total
vessel resistance. (Friedman, 1983)
DSTO notes numerous important functions of a sail including:






Stowage and support for the masts when raised
A conning position when in harbour for berthing
Safe transfer to the open deck at sea without swamping
Underwater handling stability and
An ability to operate covertly while vessel is submerged at shall depth
(DSTO, 2004)

It is critical that the shape and size of the sail is chosen correctly, as this will reduce the
impact it has on the vessel’s total resistance. Following this, the sail plays an important part
in the dynamic stability of the vessel. The DSTO outlines that drag on the sail is composed
of pressure drag, skin friction drag, and interference drag, which originates at the join of the
sail to the top of the main body.
To minimize the mentioned drags produced by the sail, the sail should be of minimal size, its
body be of streamlined shape and as narrow as possible, and its skin be smooth with no
obtrusive edges. (DSTO, 2004) Research has also noted that the fairing of the sail with the
hull should be kept as smooth and streamlined as possible to reduce interference drag.
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Propeller
Propellers form one of the most important part of vessel or a submarine. The power which is
generated and transmitted by the main engine of the ship is used for its propulsion.
Propellers have blades attached to its hub, and the number of blades to be attached to the hub
depends on the results desired. The addition of blades increases the propulsion efficiency.
Because of the blades, propellers look like a fan like structure. The power which is used by
the propellers is initially converted into rotational motion which helps in generating thrust.
The thrust in turn provides the necessary momentum which results in forces displacing the
surrounding fluid and thus moving the vessel forward.
The propulsion of a ship works on the principles of Bernoulli’s and Newton’s third law.
Based on these principles, a pressure difference is created on the forward and aft side of the
blade and water is pushed behind the blades.
Corrosion resistant materials are normally used to construct submarine propellers. This is
employed due to the harsh operating environment a submarine is exposed to. The common
materials used for construction are alloys of aluminium and stainless steel.
Blades of a propeller are normally attached to the ‘bug’ either by welding of forging.
Forging is often considered a more reliable option as compared to welding, also providing
more strength. The major disadvantage being forging blades is more expensive than welding
the blades.
Types of Propellers
Based on number of Blades
1.1. Three Blades
1.2. Four Blades
1.3. Five Blades
Based on the pitch of the Blade
1.4. Fixed Pitch
1.5. Controllable Pitch
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4.3 Turning Mechanism

Table 4.3: Turning Mechanism Comparison
Different types of Turning Mechanism
Rudders
Cable System
Hydraulic System
The best way to steer a Boats which have Engines do Hydraulic steering systems
boat is with a rudder.
not use a rudder to form its are very similar to cable
steer mechanism.
systems.
An outboard motor is an
engine assembly attached to
the stern that provides the
vessel with thrust and control.

“The difference is that a
hydraulic system employs
helm units, cylinders and
pistons that control the
movement of the motor.”

The rudder pivots in a An outboard motor can be
way that allows it to turned by hand or, as with the
rotate from side to side.
rudder system, can be
controlled by a steering
mechanism that uses a cables.

The helm unit consists of a
hydraulic pump and a valve
assembly. When the driver
turns the steering wheel, the
helm unit forces hydraulic
fluid through the assembly,
which extends or retracts a
piston attached to the
outboard motor. This causes
the motor to rotate, steering
the boat.

A rudder is a small, firm,
piece of material (often
plywood) shaped like a
fin that is mounted to the
bottom of the boat at the
stern.

A steering mechanism,
usually a steering wheel,
attaches to the rudder by
a system of cables.

In a cable system, cables
running through the boat turn
the outboard motor from side
to side with the turning of the
steering wheel.

The rudder works by
acting against the water
flow as the ship moves
through the water.

Turning the motor causes the
thrust from the engine to
propel the boat in a new
direction.

Eg - Swinging the rear
end of the rudder to the
left causes the stern to
move to the right.
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Why Rudders were chosen?
Based on the options available for the deciding a steering mechanism for a submarine, opting
for rudders and planes was the best choice. Based on the size of the submarine and the space
available in between the hulls opting for Cable System or Hydraulic System wouldn’t have
been feasible.
More so, the Rudders & Planes were chosen due its function of providing some stability
along with helping the submarine rise or descend. It was easy to make requiring specific
dimensions. Plus, it occupies very little space.
The most commonly used method for a submarine is that of a Rudder. The sail planes too
play an important role in steering a submarine. After the submarine is underwater, it has two
basic methods for its steering. The rudders control the side to side turning while the driving
planes consisting of sail planes and stern planes control the submarines rise and descend.
Rudder
Rudders are horizontal hydroplanes which are attached at the aft end of the vessel or a
submarine in order to provide stability and side-to-side turning.
Types








Balanced Rudder
Spade Rudder
Full Skeg Rudder
Semi Balanced Skeg Rudder
Semi Balanced Rudder, aft of skeg or deadwood
Unbalanced, aft of keel or deadwood
Transom bung, surface piercing

Hydroplanes (bow and stern)
Hydroplanes are attached at the aft end of the submarine. The ascending and descending
motions of a submarine are controlled by the hydroplanes. Hydroplanes could be categorized
as a rudder but hydroplanes allow vertical pitch, unlike a rudder which control horizontal
movement. Hydroplanes are attached on the either side of the hulls.
Hydroplanes are divided into stern planes and bow planes. The stern planes are used to
control the angle of the submarine in the water, while the bow planes are used to control its
vertical movement.
Setting the planes at a particular angle-of-attack allows for vertical motion due to the lift
forces which are created during motion through a fluid medium. Generally a submarine is
kept at neutral buoyancy to keep it afloat.
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Submarine Detail: ‘Breakwater’
Propeller
A 5 blade propeller was provided. It is possible to manage wave heights in the model test
basin automatically thus leading to harsh sea like conditions this in turn means using a 5
blade propeller was a better option. It provides more holding power than a 3 blade or a 4
blade propeller.
The propeller provided was of a Fixed Pitch kind. Fixed pitch propellers are strong and
reliable. The manufacturing, installation and operational costs are lower than controlled pitch
propeller (CPP) type. But the maneuverability of fixed pitch propeller is also not as good as
CPP. This does not matter as the testing took place in the test basin at AMC which requires
minimum maneuvering due to its small size. Hence, fixed pitch propellers were the best bet.
Rudder
Design of the rudder for the submarine played an important role considering the dimensions
and design required.
Design of the rudder depends upon a number of factors.








Number – Considering the length of the submarine, choosing the number of rudders is
of utmost importance. 2 rudders were chosen to be glued to the tail cone as they
would provide enough stability and aid in manoeuvrability.
Type – Spade rudders were chosen for the submarine mainly because of its ease of
installation. Since the rudders were to be glued to the tail cone having the highest
diameter of 15cm, gluing the rudders was the best option.
Area – Area of the submarine was determined based on Proportion. Immersed lateral
area and the area size used for similar size floating structures were the key aspects
that were considered.
Aspect Ratio – By far the most important of all the factors required to design the
Rudder. It plays an important role in Hydrodynamic performance. Aspect Ratio’s
evolves mainly from the Propeller-Rudder layout.

Hydroplanes/Fins
Since the hulls compress due to increased immersion and a reduction of buoyancy, a
Submarine is always unstable. Keeping this mind, 2 hydroplanes were attached on the tail
cone while 2 were attached on the sails. These hydroplanes provided the upward/downward
force which helped the submarine in pitching moment.
The 2 fins were attached at the sails were rotatable and performed the function of providing
the required pitch while the 2 at the back on the tail cone were glued mainly to provide
stability underwater.
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5. Vessel Design

Figure 5.4: CAD Model of the Submarine

When looking into the design of the submarine there were two main sections which would
need to be investigated. The first being the internal placement and working of the
submarine’s internal systems, and secondly the outside shape or ‘form’ of the hull including
the nose, tail, and fin design.
When assessing the required internal layout of the submarine, it not only requires careful
planning but common sense on behalf of the designer. Initially, the placement of the bellows
was a crucial step. It was decided to place the bellows at the outermost edge of the tube as
possible as shown in Figure 2.1. Through doing this we not only created a vessel with more
stability, this also allowed a large area in the centre of the tube in which to place the
propulsion system and stepper motor.

Figure 5.5: Internal Layout of vessel
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When placing the main drive motor we tried to reduce the complexity of the drive shaft setup
as much as possible. This was achieved by installing the main motor above the aft bellows
forward bracket which then allowed for a straight drive shaft coupling to be utilized, shown
below in Figure 4.3. Through this setup it only required one universal joint and a shorter
drive shaft, hence resulting in a reduction of the amount of friction loss in the system and
minimized the number of possible parts that could fail.
Initially, problems were encountered with the drive motor and its location within the
submarine. Due to its location we believed that we were unable to have a straight drive shaft.
Upon further analysis it was found that by shortening the drive shaft protruding from the
motor we were able to keep our single joint drive shaft which is shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.

Figure 5.6: Internal Layout Perspective

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges in the internal system was the design location of the
stepper motor. Upon further investigation we realised we had minimal available area to
install the stepper motor. We decided that by placing the main body of the stepper motor
forward of midship between the bow bellow and propulsion system, it required only a single
drill hole into the sail vertically above. By doing this a longer main shaft was required for the
stepper motor in order to drive the geared section.
This then allowed the sail and
hydroplanes be installed forward of midship, hence creating a turning moment. Finally, the
front edge of the stepper motor was installed on top of the front bellows bracket which
created more available space and resulted in keeping the required shaft length to a minimum.
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Figure 5.4: Layout of components within model

This setup resulted in high stability due to the distribution of weight throughout the hull, but
also allowed for a functional and simple design capable of all design requirements. Due to
this, the amount of additional weights required keep the vessel evenly trimmed throughout
submergence was minimal. The internal layout of the model can be seen in Figure 4.4.
The second part of the design was that of external form and appearance of the submarine
including the hull, nose and tail cones, sail, and the hydroplanes. Initial research concluded
the design of the submarine’s hull was critical to achieve hydrodynamic performance. This
research advised that an efficient submarine was designed with a length to breadth ratio (L:B)
of approximately 7.
As the dimensions of the submarine had been researched and
determined by the project team, we were able to design the nose and tail cones so that once
added to the hull the combined length would result in the desired L:B ratio.
Further investigation outlined the shape and form of the nose was also of upmost importance.
It was found that a perfectly semicircular nose was the worst shape when it came to profile
drag and flow around it. This resulted in a decision that the shape of the nose cone would be
a slowly curving parabola shape, and the tail cone would also be a parabola that tapered
sharply off at the end. The shape of the nose and tail cone can be seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Figure 5.7: Nose Cone
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Figure 5.8: Tail Cone

The last major design work involved the selection of the most appropriate size and shape of
the sail. In order to achieve submersion of the submarine using the very small bellows, the
majority of the submarine needed to sit below the water-level before the bellows were filled.
This meant the bellows were only responsible for the submerging of the sail, and hence the
appropriate volume of the sail needed to be calculated. The fact the top gear-section of the
stepper motor was to be positioned within the sail also affected the design. This meant the
sail needed be at least 40mm wide to house the stepper motor block. Installation of the
stepper motor block in the sail meant we were able to make part of the sail self-flooding
which reduced the buoyancy component of the sail. Molland & Turnock advise that
hydroplanes when located on a submarine’s sail are most efficient when installed
approximately one-third the sail length from its front leading edge. The shape and position of
the sail can be viewed in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.

Figure 5.9: Sail Shape
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Figure 5.10: Sail with Hydroplanes installed
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6. Resource Allocation
The components required for vessel operation were provided, with exceptions to the material
for the nose, tail, sail and fins. These components were constructed manually using selected
materials selected by the Project Team.
The materials selected for use to construct required components and external coatings are
listed below, including the variance in Initial estimates and the Final version.
Table 6.1: Resource Allocation including variance

Component

Initial Design

Final Design

Vessel Nose and Tail

Polystyrene

Circular plywood cutouts

Sail

Balsa Wood

Polystyrene

Fins

Polystyrene

Balsa Wood

Hull coating

Builder’s Bog

Builder’s Bog

Internal Component Supports

Nil

Balsa Wood

Waterproofing

Enamel Paint

Enamel Paint, Epoxy Resin
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7. Engineering Design Drawings
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8. Results and Calculations
Stability Calculations
Table 8.1: Stability Calculations

Items
PVC Pipe
Ballast Tank 1
Ballast Tank 2
Drive Train
Motor
Stepper Motor
Electrical Wiring
Propeller
Fastening Ring 1
Fastening Ring 2
Fastening Rod 1
Fastening Rod 2

Mass (kg)
1.272
0.3
0.3

LCG
(mm)
12.5
-272
297

LM (kgmm)
15.9
-81.6
89.1

VCG
(mm)
0
-28
-28

LM (kgmm)
0
-8.4
-8.4

0.755
0.298
0.093
0.019
0.031
0.031
0.049
0.049

-70
91
50
-510
0
0
0
0

-52.85
27.118
4.65
-9.69
0
0
0
0

0
46
70
0
0
0
0
0

0
13.708
6.51
0
0
0
0
0

Sail
Tail Cone
Nose Cone
Stepper Motor
Support
Motor Support
Builders Bog
Ballast
Propeller Shaft
Support
Total Mass =

0.124
0.877
0.702

95
-394
432

11.78
-345.538
303.264

160
0
0

19.84
0
0

0.018
0.048
5.6
2.73

91
-70
80
0

1.638
-3.36
448
0

-45
-45
0
-60

-0.81
-2.16
0
-163.8

0.048
13.344

-345
∑LM =

LCB (mm)
LCG (mm)
VCG (mm)

-16.56
391.852

28
29.365408
-10.7548

LCB is obtained from Rhino drawings
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Table 8.2: Further calculations

Components
PVC Pipe + Builders Bog
Ballast Tanks
Water Filled part of ballast
Tail Cone + Fins
Nose Cone
Sail
Fins

X-sectional Area (m2) Length (m)
0.016512996
0.705
0.001256637
0.136
0.001256637
0.125
0.16
0.135
0.155
0.056
3
Total Volume (m )

Volume (m3)
0.011641662
0.000170903
0.00015708
0.000824668
0.000644125
0.000177206
5.78807E-05
0.013345542

Mass Needed to
Sit at Surface(kg)

13.34554165

Mass To be
Added to Achieve
N/B at Density of
1000 (kg)

8.331541646

The mass that needs to be added to the submarine was made up of both builders bog and
ballast weights. Once this weight was achieved to sink the submarine the bellows will need
to be filled. Inclusion of the total bellows weight resulted in a total submarine weight of
13.50kg. This new weight will sink the submarine and when the bellows are emptied it will
return to the surface (providing no leakage).

Figure 8: Photos showing submarine sitting on an even keel during testing
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Drag Calculations
Table 8.3: Drag calculations

Run
No.
Units
1
2
3
4
5

Time
10:15
10:16
10:16
10:18
10:20

Carriage set
speed
m/s
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.5

Recorded
speed
m/s
0.25
0.506
0.752
1.003
1.506

Measured
Drag
g
5.89
103
206
260.5
520.88

Measured
Drag
kg
0.00589
0.103
0.206
0.2605
0.52088

Drag
Force
N
0.057781
1.01043
2.02086
2.555505
5.109833

Velocity vs Drag
6
5
4
Drag (N) 3
2
1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 8.1: Velocity - Drag

Figure 8.2: Photos of towing tank test setup and the submarine during testing
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Lift Calculations

Lift Coefficient
0.35

Plan View Area
(m2)
0.001316

Lift Coefficient was approximated from a value sourced from the internet

Table 8.4: Testing results 1

Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Velocity
(m/s)
0.25
0.506
0.752
1.003
1.506

Lift Force
(N)
0.0287875
0.117930182
0.260471142
0.463367745
1.044657382

(Note: the 'times 2' is because of the 2 trim tabs on submarine)

Velocity vs Lift
1.2
1
0.8
Lift (N) 0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Measured Speed (m/s)

Figure 8.3: Velocity - Lift
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Pressure Calculations
Total Surface Area from Rhino: 0.4115m2

Table 8.5: Drag testing results

Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Recorded Velocity
(m/s)
0.25
0.506
0.752
1.003
1.506

Measured Drag
(kg)
5.89
103
206
260.5
520.88

Measured Drag
(N)
0.0577809
1.01043
2.02086
2.555505
5.1098328

Pressure
(Pa)
0.14041531
2.455479951
4.910959903
6.210218712
12.41757667

Velocity vs Pressure
14
12
10
Pressure (Pa)

8
6
4
2
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 8.4: Velocity - Pressure 1
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Reynolds Number Calculations
Table 8.6: Reynolds number Calculations

Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Measured Drag
(g)
5.89
103
206
260.5
520.88

Velocity
(m/s)
0.25
0.506
0.752
1.003
1.506

Drag Force
(N)
0.0577809
1.01043
2.02086
2.555505
5.1098328

Reynold's
Number
280898876.4
568539325.8
844943820.2
1126966292
1692134831

Where the density of the water is 1000 kg/m3 and the viscosity is 8.9x10-4 m2/s

Drag Force vs Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number (Millions)

1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Drag Force (N)

Figure 8.5: Drag - Reynolds Number
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Power Calculations

Table 8.7: Power Calculations

Run
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Measured
Drag (g)
5.89
103
206
260.5
520.88

Drag Force
(N)
0.0577809
1.01043
2.02086
2.555505
5.1098328

Recorded
Velocity
0.25
0.506
0.752
1.003
1.506

Power
(W)
0.0144452
0.5112776
1.5196867
2.5631715
7.6954082

Velocity vs Power
9
8
7
6
Power (W)

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

0.4

0.8
Velocity (m/s)

Figure 8.6: Velocity - Power
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Thrust Calculation

Velocity vs Thrust
6
5
4
Thrust (N) 3
2
1
0
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

1

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

Recorded Speed (m/s)

Figure 8.7: Velocity - Thrust

The thrust graph is the same as the drag graph. This is because when the submarine is in the
towing tank the thrust is equal to the drag as the submarine is not accelerating. Therefore
when the velocity is increasing the thrust is increasing.
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9. Risk Analysis
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10. Discussion
10.1 Towing Tank Testing
The results obtained in the towing tank test provide a great outline as to how the submarine
will perform. In Graph 7.1, drag is plotted against velocity. As the velocity increases the
drag increases. This is theoretically correct as drag is calculated with the equation
, therefore as velocity increase drag increases. When the submarine was set
at a speed of 0.75m/s the results were marginally off the plotted curve. This could indicate
there were errors in the testing operations or tha recording instruments may have
malfunctioned.
The graph showed in Graph 7.2 plots lift against velocity. Lift is very similar to drag as
shown in the equation

, therefore as velocity increases the lift

acting on the hydroplanes will also increase. This proves the recorded graph is correct. The
lift produced by the trim tabs will vary compared to the angle of attack. As we were not able
to test the submarine at different angles of attack we can therefore only assume that the total
lift on the submarine at an even keel is as shown.
In Graph 7.3, pressure is plotted against velocity. These results show that as the velocity
increases pressure also increases. As pressure is a direct result of force with the equation
, when velocity increases the force increases, therefore showing the results are correct.
However, when velocity was set at 0.75m/s an inconsistency in the graph occurs. This would
be due to the reasons stated above.
In Graph 7.4, Reynolds Number is plotted against Drag. As drag increases the Reynolds
number will increase. As both variables increase with velocity there is a linear relationship
between the two. The plotted graph shows this perfectly except one measurement. This
measurement may be incorrect due to either the calculations or equipment malfunction.
Graph 7.5 plots power against velocity. As power is a direct result of the velocity shown
with the equation
, the power will increase when the velocity increases. This
calculated power is the power required to propel the submarine at constant speed with zero
acceleration. The propulsion system installed in the submarine is difficult to calculate as a
test to calculate the thrust produced by the propeller was unavailable.
The final calculation was thrust. This was graphed against velocity in Graph 7.6. As thrust is
equal to drag in a body that is not accelerating the graph for thrust against velocity is identical
to drag versus velocity. This shows that when thrust increases the velocity must also be
increasing. The same error occurred in these calculations at 0.75m/s. This would be most
likely due to malfunctions within the equipment or the operating system.
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10.2 Final Testing
The physical testing of the vessel at the Survival Centre included two individual tests of
maximum 20 minutes for each trial. Both consisted of tasks required to be completed by the
vessel including diving on an even keel to 1 meter, resurfacing from this depth, forward and
rear movement on even keel, forward motion using hydroplanes to pitch the vessel, an
emergency breach, and stability/watertight tests.
Difficulties were encountered in the first trial as the vessel’s weight distribution was incorrect
which resulted in insufficient performance. The primary cause of this inconsistency was
believed to be due to differences in testing environments between the build studio and
survival centre. In particular, the fluid medium and its density created buoyancy differences
due to the added chlorine in the survival centre. Re-distribution of internal weight resulted in
a minimal error second trial.
Construction of the hull coating issues caused some minor inconsistencies with the watertight
test as a few minor bubbles were seen rising to the surface from the vessel’s sail. This was
due to air pockets being created within the sail where the hydroplane gearing block was
installed. As the vessel submerged air was caught within the sail and could only escape in
minimal amounts. The project team overcame this by drilling a 5mm hole above the gearing
block to allow the air to escape the sail as soon as the vessel submerged.
Finally, as the hull coating was constructed in three sections being the nose, hull, and tail, this
created issues with water entering in between these sections underneath the bog coating.
After numerous tests it was found that the water was not able to escape which was constantly
increasing the vessel’s weight each time it was tested. Before the final test the project team
decided to use epoxy resin to seal all sections which minimized the amount of water entering
the hull’s coating, which in turn resulted in a near-perfect final test where the vessel operated
efficiently.
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11. Conclusions
This investigation has involved the design, construction and testing of a submersible vessel
and has allowed a more thorough understanding of key fluid mechanic principles be
developed through application.
The practical testing to analyze the vessel’s resistance characteristics, plus its operational
capacity testing in a non-controlled environment has resulted in a range of conclusive data
and has outlined the vessel’s capabilities.
It has been shown that a vessel’s operating environment needs to be critically analyzed to
reduce any potential risks and increase its performance. An example of this was the
differences in buoyancy between the two testing pools.
Resistance testing confirmed most predicted theoretical fluid concepts as discussed and the
vessel performed well in its operational testing hence further confirming the design and
construction employed efficient hydrodynamic features.
Finally, a clear link can be seen between the findings within the detailed literature research
and the choice of components, their dimensions, form and finish.

12. Recommendations
In the event of future designs, a number of issues will require further analysis including;





Initial detailed analysis of the operating environments to reduce risk of different fluid
medium, fluid temperature, etc
More efficient sealant method be employed to minimize water leakage underneath
hull
Additional testing to minimize weight distribution issues
Further risk analysis of problems that maybe encountered – hence creation of
contingency plans
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15. Appendix B – Additional Vessel Drawings and Figures
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